Delta Variant: Disastrous Covid Variant in India
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Abstract
Delta variant is a variant of concern that WHO is tracking and monitoring around the world. It’s a variant of concern because we know it has increased transmissibility. This has been demonstrated by several countries. And we know that where the Delta variant is identified, it really rapidly takes off and spreads between people more efficiently than even the Alpha variant that was first detected around December, January 2021. This review highlights the emergence of Delta variant among Indian populations.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2020, March 11th, the World Health Organization revealed pandemic the coronavirus disease i.e. Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). This SARS virus is originated in bats but it started involving in animals so it’s not limited for its bats origin [1]. The infection of covid-19 is seen in a number of animals in all over the world that includes dogs, cats, zoo animals and all living things through human to animal transmission [2, 3]. In case of animals, there is no evidence about transmission from animals to humans, but pet animals we often consider as a family member. So the activities of pet animals like jumping on kitchen, sleeping on the bed, some wounds it can be reason of transmission [4]. Recent research stated that new strains of SARS-CoV-2 has rapidly spreading in all over the world. This research studies, reveals that there are so many mutations are occurred in virus gene and it becomes very big threat to both humans and animals health. That mutational changes are occurred on mostly spike proteins. And on the basis of that evidence, variant strains have been found and among from four Alpha, Beta and Gamma SARS-CoV-2 Delta variant is one of the highly transmissible and widely spreading in 85 countries [5]. It seems to be more infectious than other variants and extreme dreadful symptoms in patients mostly among children. This Delta variant previously familiar with Indian variant and known as B.1.617.2. Delta variant has been found in many countries but primarily in the Indian state of Maharashtra and other regions [6]. Recent reports stipulated that B.1.617.2 variant shows a less sensitivity to the monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies compared to the rest of three Alpha, Beta and Gamma [7].
20.6% [8]. In Fig 1 the overall studies have been done through statistical data where it indicates that how many cases reported till month June. In United States and India, cases have been reported near to 10,000 including Germany. In UK, it is greater than 10,000 cases. Russia, Australia, Mexico and Canada all have been reported with around near to 1000 cases. In China, Brazil and Iran, cases of delta variant seems very less as compared to others countries. Less cases of delta has been reported in South Africa, Argentina and Denmark. About India it is totally covered all regional states of India with highly infection.

Delta Variant

When outbreak of covid-19 virus first time found in Wuhan, China that time it was a wild type of virus. And that virus strain has been used by scientist of all over the world to make vaccines and testing kits. Because of mutation a new SARS-Covid_19 strain came out. This Delta variant has undergone some mutational changes in spike proteins. These spike proteins are structurally looks like hook that helps to bind receptor of host cell called Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 i.e. ACE-2. Once these spike proteins bind to the host cell receptors they open the cell and release their genetic material inside to replicate gene. Mutations such as some modifications on spike proteins genes E484Q, L425R and P614R that easily helps to virus to attach with ACE-2 receptors. According to WHO, this spike proteins modifications allow virus to replicate faster and infect to the host with sympto...

Is it symptomatically same like Wild type SARS-Covid-19?

As usual infection spreads through contacts like suffered person when come in contact with healthy person by coughing, sneezing, sometimes oral contacts that passes pathogens into the respiratory system through inhalation via nose and mouth. About the symptoms, it has common symptoms such as common cold, fever, sore throat, loss of taste or smell, diarrhea to critical pneumonia and that leads the death of person. Right now vaccination is working nicely to reduce covid-19 cases and therefore Indian Government has kept lockdown to change curve of positive cases. Indian Council of Medical Research has been reported that after doing survey about Indian vaccinated population, only 21% had antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. And therefore India is far away from herd immunity which helps to form protection against infectious diseases [12].

Covid-19 Tracker in India assumes about second wave

The Government of India is reporting about the cases of covid-19 as per on daily basis. The day by day across the India covid-19 samples are testing at particular regional labs. People are also doing vaccination simultaneously. If you see the overall data total 56,06,52,030 vaccination done, 49,84,27,083 samples tested and 97.52% people discharged from the hospitals. About death rate, it is about 1.34%.

https://www.mygov.in/covid-19
Above data has been reported till 18th Aug 2021 which shows that comparatively the Indian State of Maharashtra having a large number of covid-19 cases. The death ratio of Kerala is less than other above states but the active ratio of this state is showing cases are increasing day by day. About deaths occurs on daily basis Odisha having less death cases and in Madhya Pradesh, active ratio is about only 0.01% [13].
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